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Very Futile 
 

Over the past few years, I’ve articulated in the pages of this Journal how bleak our financial 

situation was. Somehow, what needed to barely keep afloat arrived. Many donors expressed 

concern over the constant high credit card debt. I’ve grown weary of trying to explain it, to 

illustrate the need to rely on the credit card for survival in what is essentially a cash society. As I 

mentioned earlier this week, the plummeting exchange rate is dramatically impacting everyone. 

Throw in the rising violence and declining availability of finding gas and diesel fuel, we are in a 

constant state of tension.  
 

On Wednesday, I went with Patrick to an area I had never been. It was a crowded warehouse 

area where merchants sell in bulk very cheap items which people purchase and then try to sell 

on the streets. It is also an area where cargo from overseas is distributed. Whenever it rains, the 

area becomes flooded. The roads of all dirt roads. People were wading through deep mud. The 

narrow streets were clogged with big trucks. Traffic was insane. In many places the street 

narrowed to one lane, forcing some drivers to back up to relieve the congestion. Patrick was inside 

picking up a package that had been shipped to him. I spent at least 30 minutes alone in the car 

watching in disbelief the struggles people endured in order to acquire inexpensive items to try to 

resell on the streets. Many people spend their days walking about carrying a load of items to sell. 

I was in an area few outsiders ever see. It was upsetting and disheartening. I was amazed at 

people’s patience and endurance, their inner fortitude to just keep plugging away as they struggle 

to survive. 
 

Later in the day, the bookkeeper sent me the latest bank balance figures. As I looked at the 

numbers, I became depressed. My brain seemed too fried to comprehend just how bleak the 

situation was. I had to turn away from the computer. The kids were making a lot of noise. I laid 

down on the small couch in my office, my lower legs and feet dangling over the edge of the couch. 

I feel sound asleep for about three hours. I decided to wait until Thursday morning to deal with 

the dismal accounting. Early Thursday morning, before tackling the money situation, I wrote the 

“No Security” item for yesterday’s Journal. I worried about being out on the streets. There was 

shopping to do and on Sunday, I needed to take Peter downtown for his surgery. Was it too 

dangerous to be out? We needed food. Peter needed his surgery. These are hard choices. 
 

Finally, I had to face the music and deal with the bank statements. Every ten or so days, I send a 

brief but detailed synopsis of the bank balances for Pax et Bonum Communications and Santa 

Chiara to the Board of Directors. Here is a further summary or that summary: 
 

In the bank accounts of both PetB & SCCC we have $56,856 on deposit. 
 

Sounds good. But… 
 

We have a total credit card debt of $40,568, giving us an actual balance of $16,288. 
 



However, from that actual balance we must subtract $15,402 that is restricted for future school 

fees. That brings our actual balance down to $866.00. 
 

But the picture is actually worse than that because it does not reflect the $2,100 I charged on 

Monday and Tuesday. Nor does it reflect the $1,200 it cost to replace Billy’s stolen laptop 

computer and cell phone. Nor does it reflect the rent check of $2,000 for one of the apartments we 

rent which was mailed yesterday. Nor does it reflect the $1,000 cost of Peter’s surgery on Sunday.  

Finally, nor does it include $1,500 spent at the Eagle Market on Thursday. Adding to the woe is 

the fact that I will not be able to meet November’s payroll of $9,300. 
 

If you subtract just those known expenses from the actual balance of $866, we are minus $16,234.   
 

I’m sure my being so transparent about the bleakness of our financial situation will give pause to 

people who might want to donate as our viability looks highly unlikely. After reading the “No 

Security” entry from yesterday’s Journal, one very close friend wrote: “Not good. More time in 

Florida or perhaps a long goodbye.”   
 

A “good bye” is not going to be possible. I will go down with the ship. What I had long feared 

may very well be upon me: reducing the number of kids to under 20 and reducing the staff to 

about 15 people. It will be very painful. Instead of going to Florida for a week every month, I’ll 

go for ten days every two months.  
 

In the United States and around the world and here in Haiti, Govid-19 has changed everything. 

In the United States alone, over 216,000 people have lost their lives. Innumerable others have lost 

their jobs. What was normal is gone…and it might never return. Normal in Haiti was already 

pretty bad. The new normal will be endless misery for countless people. Our humble efforts to 

protect and love sixty abandoned kids may very well become a victim of the global chaos and 

insecurity. I pray for a miracle to allow us to continue. It is unlikely I’d bump into Bill Gates or 

Warren Buffet on a flight to Port-au-Prince.  
 

Sorry Johnny Mercer, but there is not much positive to ac-cent-tchu-ate.  
 

As you will read tomorrow, I now drive around the city with an armed body guard. 


